
Meeting Notes from Fairbank Task Force 
 
Date: January 9, 2013 
Location:  Senior Center at Fairbank 
 

Task Force Members in Attendance Others in Attendance 
Bob Armour (SPS School Committee) 
Bob Haarde (Sudbury Board of Selectmen)* 
Jim Kelly (Sudbury Facilities Director) 
Jack Ryan (Sudbury Council on Aging) 
Bob Stein (Sudbury Finance Committee) 
Dick Williamson (Sudbury Park and Rec Commission)* 

Joe Sziabowski (resident, architect) 
John Porter (resident, structural 
engineer) 
Sarah Troiano (resident) 
Nancy McShea (Park & Rec Dir.)* 
Todj Gozdeck (Park & Rec Comm.)* 
Dave Levington (Council on Aging) 

Note: * Arrived after attending other meetings. 
 
Agenda / Discussion Items 

• Discussion on alternatives to proposed roof replacement ($600,000) acknowledged that 
no cheaper, viable alternative existed given majority of cost in labor rather than materials. 

• Recapped discussion on likely (preferred) sequence of major town capital projects to 
include police station (2013-15), town hall (2014-2016), Fairbank Center (2015-2017).  
Also, discussed that Flynn would require minimal renovation/changes so would not add 
time to any plans involving the move of SPS to Flynn once Town Hall work completed.  
There was also some discussion of sewer and other capital projects quickly eating up the 
debt capacity coming available in the next several years putting at risk the 
timing/sequence above. 

• Task force agreed that current Fairbank building (Classrooms) would be used for a 
minimum of 3 additional years and likely 4-5 years, 

• There was a further discussion on probability of use beyond that 3-5 year timeframe.  At 
least 3 scenarios were discussed: 1) delays lead to building use for current purposes 
longer than desired, 2) reuse substantially “as is” as part of expanded/renovated 
community center, 3) reuse of portions of the building – notably kitchen, boiler and other 
machinery areas, 4) transitional value as part of expansion/construction period. 

• Discussion of the long-term viability of the building.  There was some feeling (among 
architect and engineer) that the planned useful life of the building has nearly been 
reached.  In addition to the roof, significant improvements (some necessitating bringing 
up to codes) could be required (e.g. outer walls, HVAC, etc) that might begin to 
challenge the benefits of retaining long term (vs. building new at some point in that 
space).  Acknowledged that some key spaces (kitchen, boiler room) would likely be 
retained even under the rebuild scenario.  Others (including facilities manager) felt 
strongly the current building both could and would stand for a long time. 

• 2 primary options (not entirely mutually exclusive) are under discussion: 1) Move 
forward with roof repair as proposed, 2) Conduct Study to further clarify best way to 
meet community needs identified and assess possible design / construction scenarios to 
provide additional data to inform scope/timing of roof repair. 

• Nancy McShea provided significant input on Park & Rec needs (added to Fairbank Needs 
Summary Excel file V2).  She expressed comfort that Park & Rec could make good use 



of the remaining parts of Fairbank once SPS leaves.  Also expressed concern if left 
(partially) without a facility for 1-2 years during construction.  But also articulated 
significant needs/desires well beyond capacity of current space including many that could 
be shared with Seniors.  Council on Aging member (Dave Levington) reinforced the 
needs of seniors and a preference for an integrated facility not limited by current building 
footprint or constraints.  Nancy expressed desire for her staff to participate in “field 
trips”, planning, and how space would be used.  

• Narrative for Option 1 is that current roof leaks affect employees / users (SPS and Park & 
Rec) and put useful asset at risk.  Building (all or much of it) will likely be needed for a 
long time and there is no cause to further delay repairs. 

• Narrative for Option 2 is that there are a number of possible outcomes and that a 
professional study will provide information that confirms direction.  Furthermore, the 
community center is a high priority and can accomplished within the next 5 years given 
town support and ability to fund.  As such, putting money into a roof that may turn out to 
have a short life could reduce funding available and options to meet longer-term needs.  
Existing roof can be maintained and habitability mitigated sufficiently in the mean time. 

• Discussed viability of options to mitigate impact of current roof on employees and to 
protect assets this winter and beyond (roof repair timing now likely 2014 at earliest in 
any case) 

• Agreed to meet again on January 17th and 29th.  Discussed timing and approach to report 
back to selectmen. 

 
Decisions / Follow-up Items 

• Confirm timing and approach to report back to selectmen (appears next opportunity to 
report back would be made at first selectmen’s meeting in February).  Need to ensure any 
and all viable option(s) meet warrant deadline (January 31)  (Jim Kelly) 

• Clarify scope of proposed study (expected outcomes, cost, timing). 
• Assess impact of study on timing of roof repair.  If study accepted and validates 

desirability/need to pursue roof repair, how much delay would be introduced (Jim Kelly) 
• Review options to mitigate impact of current roof on employees, equipment, and useful 

life of the building  (Jim Kelly) 
• Brief and gather any additional input / guidance from stakeholders  (Bob A. to seek input 

from School Committee on Jan 16th) 
• Gather any additional input on town priorities / capital capacity (Bob Stein on debt 

capacity / service implications) 
• Approve notes from prior 4 meetings (All) 
• Reach consensus on recommended direction for Fairbank roof (All by January 29) 

 
 


